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Abstract
In this report we discuss the details of the correlations used to model
cryogenic two phase ow. Three main sets of correlations that are con-
sidered here include: (i) the set of correlations that is used to recognize
patterns of the two-phase ow; (ii) the set used to nd frictional losses;
and (iii) the set used to nd heat transfer coecients and mass ow
rates for each pattern of the ow. A special attention is paid to the ca-
pability of the system to search for the model parameters using a variety
of optimization tools. This report provides a foundation for subsequent
development of the machine learning approach to the autonomous recog-
nition and learning of correlation parameters in two-phase ow models.
1 Introduction
This is the 3rd report in the series that describes an application of the
separated two-phase ow modeling to the on-line fault detection isolation
and recovery (FDI&R) during cryogenic loading. The architecture, func-
tionality, and a brief description of the hierarchy of the two-phase ow
models of the FDI&R system were discussed in the 1st report [LuchDG-
I]. In the 2nd report [LuchDG-II] we presented the results of verication
and validation of the separated two-phase ow algorithm using experi-
mental data obtained at the cryogenic testbed at KSC. The details of
the separated algorithm as it was coded were provided in the 4th re-
port [LuchDG-IV] of the series.
Here we discuss the functional form and physics underlying correla-
tions used in the algorithm. There are three main sets of correlations
that are required to code separated model. The rst set of correlations
is used to recognize patterns of the two-phase ow. Two other sets are
used to nd frictional losses and heat transfer coecients and mass ow
rates for each pattern of the ow.
There are two major diculties in implementing these correlations
in practice. Firstly, the complexity and diversity in the ow patterns
and boiling regimes of the two-phase ow does not allow for the rst
principles derivation of the required relations. Instead, a large number
of plausible physical assumptions and simplications are used as guiding
lines to introduce multiple correlations. These correlations are continu-
ously validated, veried, and modied using extensive experimentation
and numerical simulations.
The resulting sets of correlations are not unique (cf e.g. [RELAP5-
IV,TRACE,SPACE]) and often are not self-consistent and their imple-
mentation relies heavily on tting a very large set of model parameters.
The second major problem is that the knowledge of correlations for
cryogenic ows is limited and correlation based predictions for cryogenic
uids are not as reliable (see e.g. [Jackson06]) as for more conventional
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Figure 1. The architecture of the physics based module of autonomous
control of cryogenic loading that incorporates external loop (shown on
the top) for the o-line learning of the model parameters. The hierarchy
of ow models of various complexity included into the module is shown
on the left. The correlations module and special purpose physics module
are shown on the right.
uids. Even less is known about ow patterns and ow boiling regimes
of cryogenic uids in reduced gravity (see e.g. [Yuan06]).
Both diculties can be partially mitigated by using on- and o-line
learning of the model parameters embedded into the autonomous control
system, see e.g. the architecture of such system shown in Fig. 1.
Ecient learning of a very large number of parameters required for
two-phase ow modeling will depend crucially on the optimization of
the functional and parametric presentation of the correlation relations.
The optimized parameterization of the correlations can be achieved by
reviewing underlying physical principles.
In what follows we provide an insight into the physics and functional
form of the correlations included into correlation module. We validate
the correlation module by comparison of the experimental results with
the numerical predictions for two sets of experimental data: (i) set of
data corresponding to the chilldown of the horizontal vacuum-jacketed
pipe by cryogenic ow obtained at NIST in 1966 [NIST66]; and (ii) recent
data on cryogenic chilldown of the transfer line obtained at the Simulated
Propellant Loading System (SPLS) at KSC [Robert2012].
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Figure 2. Example of the ow patterns in the vertical two-phase ow.
Left to right: (a) bubbly ow; (b) slug ow; (c) Churn-Turbulent ow;
(d) annular ow.
2 Flow regimes
Mass and heat transfer between the phases of the two-phase ow as
well as frictional losses depend substantially on the geometrical patterns
formed by the ow. The complexity of the patterns is illustrated in the
Fig. 2. It is clear that area of the liquid-gas and liquid-wall interface,
velocities, mass ow rates, frictional losses, and void fractions are all
very dierent in various ow regimes. Non-isothermal ows are also
characterized by diversity of heat transfer and phase change rates in
dierent ow regimes as will be discussed in more details in Section 4.
Typical vertical ow patterns can be briey characterized as fol-
lows [Bejan03]
Bubbly ow. In this regime, the gas is dispersed in the form of discrete
bubbles in the continuous liquid phase. The shapes and sizes of
the bubbles may vary widely, but they are notably smaller than
the pipe diameter.
Slug ow. When the gas fraction is increasing, bubbles collide and co-
alesce to form larger bubbles similar in size to the pipe diameter.
These have a characteristic hemispherical nose with a blunt tail
end, similar to a bullet, and are referred to as Taylor bubbles.
Successive bubbles are separated by a liquid slug, which may in-
clude smaller entrained bubbles. These bullet-shaped bubbles have
a thin lm of liquid between them and the channel walls, which may
ow downward due to the force of gravity, even though the net ow
of liquid is upward.
Annular ow. Here the bulk of the liquid ows as a thin lm on the
wall with the gas as the continuous phase owing up the center of
the tube, forming a liquid annulus with a gas core whose interface
is disturbed by both large-magnitude waves and chaotic ripples.
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Liquid may be entrained in the high-velocity gas core as small
droplets; the liquid fraction entrained may be similar to that in
the lm. This ow regime is quite stable and is often desirable for
system operation and pipe ow.
Mist ow. When the ow rate is increased even further, the annular
lm becomes very thin, such that the shear of the gas core on
the interface is able to entrain all the liquid as droplets in the
continuous gas phase (i.e., the inverse of the bubbly ow regime).
The wall is intermittently wetted locally by impinging droplets.
The droplets in the mist may be too small to be seen without
special lighting and/or magnication.
Similar ow patterns can be found in horizontal ow. In addition to
the patterns discussed above the horizontal ow can also include
Stratied ow. At low liquid and gas velocities, there is complete sep-
aration of the two phases, with the gas in the top and the liquid in
the bottom, separated by an undisturbed horizontal interface.
Stratiedwavy ow. With increasing gas velocity, waves form on the
liquid gas interface traveling in the direction of the ow. The
amplitude of the waves depends on the relative velocity of the two
phases, but their crests do not reach the top of the tube.
Intermittent ow. Further increasing the gas velocity, the waves grow
in magnitude until they reach the top of the tube. Thus, large am-
plitude waves wash the top of the tube intermittently, while slower-
moving smaller-amplitude waves are often evident in between.
To model such a complex ow dynamics many schemes have been
proposed that map various ow regimes on a low-dimensional parameter
space and allow to predict various ow properties by measuring only a
few ow variables. Variables that are used to characterize these so-called
ow maps can be related e.g. to the uid velocity, frictional and gravita-
tional forces, and void fraction. The key ideas underlying development
of various mapping schemes come from stability analysis of dierent ow
regimes. Below we consider two examples of such ow map: (i) a clas-
sical Taitel-Dukrel ow map that can be derived using simple physical
ideas; and (ii) one of the most recent advanced ow maps [Wojtan06]
that relies heavily on extensive experimental validation.
2.1 Example of the ow map: Taitel Dukrel ow map
Consider, for example, one of the popular ow maps suggested by Tai-
tel [Taitel76]. It in assumed that the fundamental stable pattern for
horizontal ow in gravity is stratied ow. All other patterns arise as
a result of instability. Taitel and co-workers used a simplied analysis
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of the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability to obtain boundaries of various ow
patterns.
In this approach the ow is assumed to be inviscid and incompressible
and that the analysis of the ow perturbation due to the surface change
can be carried out using Bernoulli equation. Then pressure perturbation
on the liquid and gas sides of the ow can be written as (see Fig. 3 for
details of notations)
p0l = pl   lg(h0l   hl);
p0g = pg   gg(h0l   hl) sin   

gu
02
g
2  
gu2g
2

:
(1)
The condition for the instability to grow is
p0l > p
0
g: (2)
Using these simple ideas and geometrical analysis Taitel and co-
workers [Taitel76] was able to introduce the following boundaries for
the ow patterns.
Map variables. The horizontal coordinate of the map is Martinelli
parameter
2tt =
 (dp=dx)sl(dp=dx)sg
 (3)
The vertical coordinates for dierent boundaries are dened as three
dierently parameters
F =
q
g
(l g)
uslp
Dg cos 
;
K2 = F 2Resl =
gus2g
(l g)Dg cos 
Dusl
ul
;
T 2 =
j(dp=dz)sl j
(l g)g cos  ;
(4)
where F is the Froude number modied by density ratio, K is the F -
Figure 3. Sketch illustrating the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability analysis of
the stratied ow by Taitel.
parameter modied by supercial Reynolds number, and T is the ratio
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Figure 4. Flow pattern boundaries introduced by Taitel [Taitel76].
of turbulent force to the gravity force, where D is the tube diameter and
 is the angle of inclination of the channel to the horizontal.
Stratied-to-intermittent transition. The transition between the wavy-
stratied and intermittent or annular ow as a result of Helmholtz in-
stability the boundary is dened as
F 2 >
~AgC
2
~u2g
~S
; (5)
where C is the ratio of perturbed and unperturbed cross-sectional area
of the gas fraction A0g=Ag modeled as 1   hl=D. ~S = d ~Al=d~hl is the
gradient of the fractional liquid area, where tilde denotes dimensionless
values.
Intermittent-to-dispersed transition. To nd boundary between in-
termittent (slug-plug) and dispersed ows Taitel postulated that this
transition is determined by the balance between buoyancy force (gAg)
and shear stress (12S) per units length.
The shear force can be expressed as 12u
2f , where f is the friction fac-
tor. It buoyancy force dominates the intermittent ow persists. There-
fore the conditions for the transition to the dispersed ow has the form
1
2
lu
2
l fl
S
2
> gAg; (6)
which can be translated into the following dimensionless form
T 2 >
8 ~Ag
~u2l
~S(~ul ~d) n
(7)
Intermittent-to-annular transition. To determine boundary between
annular and intermittent ow it was postulated that the annular ow
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becomes intermittent when the void fraction of the liquid occupies more
than half of the ow cross-section
~hl > 0:5:
Stratied-Wavy-to-stratied transition. It was noted that the sus-
tainable waves on the surface of the stratied liquid exist long before
the transition to the annular or slug ow. The analysis of the stratied
to wavy stratied ow by Taitel and Dukler [Taitel76] is based on the
Jerey's sheltering hypothesis [Jereys25]. The Jereys' mechanism as-
sumes that the enhancement of the energy transfer between air ow and
waves is due to an air ow separation occurring over very steep waves
and provides the following criterion for the onset of waves
(ug   c)2 > 4
s
g

g
l
c
; (8)
where c is the wave speed, s is the sheltering coecient with recom-
mended values between 0.001 nd 0.003. Taitel and Dukler argued that
c  ul and ug  ul and simplied the above criterion to obtain
u2g >
4
s
g

g
l
ul
: (9)
The resulting non-dimensional form of the stratied to wavy stratied
transition has the form
K2 >
4
s
1
~u2g~ul
: (10)
The ow map that can be obtained as a combination of the above
criteria is shown in the Fig. 4. The advantage [Jackson06] of this map
are clear physical meaning of the transition criteria and the ability to
predict the dependence of the ow regimes on the pipe diameter, as well
as the pipe orientation and the uid properties. The drawbacks of this
map are the fact that it does not take into consideration phase change
and it has not been calibrated with a large data set.
2.2 Wojtan ow map
Practically all modern heat transfer correlations are based on the recog-
nition of the ow regimes [TRACE,RELAP5-IV,Franchello93]. One of
the rst widely cited ow maps [Baker54] was developed empirically. To
facilitate the development of ow maps for cryogenic ows under various
gravity conditions one could relate transitions between ow regimes to
the key parameters of the ow. Such relations based on physically sound
concepts has been established in a number of ow maps starting from
pioneering work by Taitel [Taitel76].
One of the most recent developments is the ow map introduced for
refrigerants by Wojtan et al [Wojtan05]. It is a modication of the Kat-
tan et al [Kattan98a] map, which is in turn modication and extension
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of the Steiner map [Steiner10]. The latter map determines transitions
between ow regimes as a relation between fundamental hydrodynamic
members and geometrical parameters of the ow. For example the tran-
sitions between stratied, wavy, and mist ow regimes are given by the
following relations:
FrG  7680A
2
gd
2p

Fr
We

L
;
F rG  16A
3
gd
2
p
1 (2hld 1)2

2
25h2
ld

Fr
We

L
+ 1

;
ReLFrG  (226:3)
2
3
AldA
2
gd:
(11)
Here Re, Fr, and We numbers are Reynolds, Froude, and Weber
numbers respectively. The expressions on the left hand side of the above
equations and the dimensionless geometrical parameters of the ow Agd,
Ald, hld are dened in the Appendix.
One of the most recent ow maps developed for the horizontal ow
that obliviate the above mentioned drawbacks was developed by Kattan
et al [Kattan98a]. Additional advantages of Wojtan ow map are the
facts that it was extensively validated with large data sets for refrigerant
ows, the ow regimes were analyzed for the moderate and low mass
uxes (less than 200 kg=m2=s), and the transitions to the dispersed and
mist ow regimes take into account heat ux from the wall.
These features make Wojtan ow map attractive for applications to
cryogenic ows where similar heat uxes and ow rates are observed.
Below we provide further details for this map.
The boundaries between ow regimes are determined in the following
coordinates mass velocity ( _m) and vapor quality
_m = gug + lul;  =
g
g + l
Stratied-Wavy-to-stratied transition. For the stratied to wavy
stratied transition ow on the plain ( _m;) we have
_mstrat =
(
(226:3)2ALdA
2
gdg (l   g)lg
2 (1  )3
)1=3
+ 20: (12)
We note that term 20 was added in [Zurcher97] to extend the map to
mass velocities (below 100 kg=m2=s). However, these term violates the
dependence of this transition on the gravity force and will have to be
corrected in the future work.
Stratied-Wavy-to-annular-intermittent transition. The transition
boundary from wavy-stratied to annular or intermittent ow is given
by the following relation
_mwavy =

16A3gdgDlg
22
h
1  (2hld   1)2
i:5


2
25h2
ld
(1  ) F1(q)

We
Fr
 F2(q)
L
+ 1
:5
+ 50:
(13)
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Figure 5. Example of the ow patterns in the two-phase ow. Nota-
tions for the ow boundaries are (following [Bejan03]): (A) annular ow;
(D) dispersed ow (droplets owing in the gas); (I) intermittent ow
(switches between patterns of slug and annular ow); (M) mist ow; (S)
stratied ow; (SW) wavy stratied ow.
Here WeL and FrL are Weber and Froude numbers (WeL =
_m2lD
l
and
FrL =
_m2l
2
l
gD
), while Agd and hld are dimensionless cross-sectional area of
the gas fraction and height of the liquid level(see next section for further
details).
The two tting functions F1 and F2 introduced in (12) - (13) have
the form
F1 (q) = 646:0

q
qDNB
2
+ 64:8

q
qDNB

and
F2(q) = 18:8(q=qDNB) + 1:023:
It can be seen that the boundary of the transition depends on the
wall heat ux q normalized by the characteristic heat ux corresponding
to the departure from nucleate boiling
qDNB = 0:131
1=2
g hLG[g (l   g)]1=4:
Annular-to-intermittent transition. The boundary between intermit-
tent and annular ow is dened at xed value of vapor quality similar
to the Taitel map.
Dryout transition. The transition to dryout regime that takes into
account heat ux from the wall was introduced in [Wojtan06] as follows
_mdry =
h
4:25

ln

0:58
x

+ 0:52
  g
D
:17
 (gDg (l   g)):37

l
g
:25 qDNB
q
:7:93 (14)
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Dryout-to-mist transition. The transition boundary to the mist ow
in dened similarly
_mmist =
h
172

ln

0:61
x

+ 0:57
  g
D
:38
 (gDg (l   g)):15

l
g
 :1 qDNB
q
:3:94 (15)
We can see that a number of the geometrical parameters of the ow
is involved into calculations of the ow pattern boundaries, including e.g.
cross-sectional area of the gas ow normalized by the pipe diameter Agd,
height of the liquid ow hld, etc.. We now provide the details of their
calculations.
2.3 Geometrical parameters of the stratied ow
To nd geometrical parameters of the ow one assumes usually [Bejan03]
that the ow is \conceptually" stratied for all temperatures and ow
rates, i.e. the ow cross-section has the form shown in the Fig. 6.
The following parameters of the stratied ow have to be determined
(see Fig. 6). First, the stratication angle  is found by noticing that
the liquid cross-section area AL = (1 )A (shaded by blue color in the
gure) is related to  as follows
(1  )A = R
2
2
(   sin ):
Once this equation is solved with respect to , all other required geomet-
rical parameters, including
 hl - height of the liquid level,
 li - perimeter of the interface,
 lg(l) - perimeter of the dry(wetted) wall,
 Ag(l) - cross-section area of the gas(liquid),
 Sg(l) - dry(wetted) wall area,
are found using simple geometrical relation.
The eective liquid level height can be found as
hl = R(1  cos 
2
):
For other parameters we have (see Fig. 6).
For hld  0:5:
lld =
8(hld)
:5   2[hld (1  hld)]:5
3
and lgd =    lld:
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Figure 6. Geometry and parameters of the stratied ow in the pipe
cross-section.
For hld > 0:5:
lgd =
8(1  hld):5   2[hld (1  hld)]:5
3
) and lld =    lgd:
And for the interface perimeter we have
lId = 2
q
hld(1  hld):
Here, all the geometrical parameters are made dimensionless (as indi-
cated by additional subindex d) by scaling with the pipe diameter d or
diameter square d2 when appropriate.
For hld  0:5:
Ald =

8 (hld)
:5 + 12[hld (1  hld)]:5

15
and Agd =

4
 Ald:
For hld > 0:5:
Agd =

8(1  hld):5 + 12[hld (1  hld)]:5

15
and Ald =

4
 Agd:
Once geometrical parameters are determined one can calculate source
terms as discussed in more details in the following subsection.
3 Drag models
3.1 Friction factor
Several models are available to correlate wall drag coecient for the
single phase ow. In the present version of the code we adopted two
models used in RELAP5 [RELAP5-IV] and TRACE [TRACE].
11
103 104 105
10−2
Re
f w
Figure 7. Friction factor according to Charchill approximation with " =
10 4 and pipe diameter (top to bottom): 0.75, 1, 2, 6 inch.
In TRACE the Churchill approximation [Churchill74] is used for the
friction factor because it is valid, laminar, transition, and turbulent and
has the form
fw = 2
"
8
Re
12
+
1
(a+ b)3=2
#1=12
; (16)
where Reynolds numbers
Rem;L =
m;Lum;LDm;L
g(l)
based on volume centered velocities um;L (see [LuchDG-IV]) and hy-
draulic diameter
Dm =
4 AL
lm;L
for each control volume. Here m takes values m = fg; l; ig for gas,
liquid, and interface in a given control volume.
The coecients a and b have the following form
a =
8><>:2:475  log
264 1
7
Re
0:9
+ 0:27


Dh

375
9>=>;
16
; b =
 
3:753 104
Re
!16
:
3.2 Minor losses in two-phase ow
he minor losses are given by
Fml = mAKml
mumjumj
2
:
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Here we have assumed a simple version of partitioning minor losses be-
tween phases. According to this equation for the sum of the momenta
with equal velocities the homogeneous mixture has the same losses as
liquid single phase. A more elaborated versions of the minor losses par-
titioning in the two-phase ow will be considered later.
With the simplied partitioning the sum of the major and minor
losses for a given control volume can be written in the form
(fmlmx+ mAKml)
mu
2
m
2
= (Fmx+Kml) A mmum
jumj
2
; (17)
where
Fm = fm
lmx
mA
jumj
2
and Kml = fm
xeq
D
:
Here lm is pipe phasic perimeter, x is the length of the pipe segment,
and xeq is the eective pipe length corresponding to minor losses.
In the proposed above simplied approach minor losses are included
into major losses via factors Kml. In RELAP5 code the minor losses are
considered separately and are proportional to the product of the face
centered void fraction and density.
3.3 Wall Friction
3.3.1 Drag for Stratied Flow
In stratied ow when both the liquid and gas phases are in contact with
the pipe wall, TRACE [TRACE] code uses Taitel and Dukler model [Tai-
tel76] for the wall drag
wl = fwl
lu
2
l
2
; wg = fwg
gu
2
g
2
; (18)
where friction factors for turbulent and laminar ow are given by Churchill
approximation (16) and hydraulic diameters of the form
Dl =
4Al
ll
; Dg =
4Ag
lg + li
: (19)
The two-phase friction pressure drop

dp
dz

2
is dened using Lockhart-
Martinelli correlations [Chisholm67]. The pressure losses between the
phases are partitioned [RELAP5-I] as follows
wglwg = g

dp
dz

2

1
g+lZ2

;
wllwl = l

dp
dz

2

Z2
g+lZ2

:
Here Z2 is given by
Z2 =

flRellu
2
l
wl
l
, 
fgReggu
2
g
wg
g
!
:;
friction factor fg(l) is approximated using Churchill formula [Churchill77].
Coecients wl and wg depend on the ow pattern [RELAP5-IV].
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3.4 Interfacial Friction
The interface drag is given by
ig =  il = 1
2
CDg jug   ulj (ug   ul) ;
where interfacial drag coecient CD depends on the ow pattern [TRACE].
4 Heat transfer models
One of the most important factors that determines the ow dynamics
under strongly non-equilibrium conditions (e.g. during chilldown) is the
heat transfer to the liquid, gas, and the pipe wall.
The heat uxes per unit volume at the dry and wetted wall and at
the interface are given by the following equations
_qnwg = h
n
wg

Tnw   ~Tng

Swg
V ; _q
n
ig = h
n
ig

~T s;nl   ~Tng

Sig
V ;
_qnwl = h
n
wl

Tnw   ~Tnl

Swl
V ; _q
n
il = h
n
il

~T s;nl   ~Tnl

Sil
V :
(20)
To guarantee self-consistency of the solution an additional condition
(jump condition, see e.g. [Ransom89]) has to be imposed on the uxes,
which states that in the sum of energy equations the interface terms
must sum to zero:
_qnig;L + _q
n
il;L +
~ nig;L(H
n
ig;L  Hnil;L) = 0:
Before we provide discussion of the heat transfer correlations let us
remind the main features of the boiling curve shown in the Fig. 8 and
dened as a function of the wall superheat (dened as the dierence
between wall temperature Tw and uid saturation temperature Tsat at
given pressure TSH = Tw   Tsat).
There are three characteristic temperatures of the pool boiling that
separate four regions with dierent physics of the heat transfer for TSH 
0 (see e.g. [Bejan03,Nellis09]):
Tonb > Tw  Tsat Convective heat transfer, which is characterized by com-
plete contact of the uid with the wall, and can be natural or forced,
laminar or turbulent, single or two phase depending on the mass
ow rate and mass fraction value;
Tchf > Tw  Tonb Nucleate boiling that occurs when the wall tempera-
ture is above the temperature of onset of nucleate boiling (Tonb)
and is characterized by bubbles nucleation, growth, and departure
from the heated surface;
Tmin > Tw  Tchf Transition boiling, which is an intermediate regime
between the nucleate boiling and lm boiling regimes that occurs
when the wall temperature is above the critical heat ux temper-
ature (Tchf ). The heat ux tends to decrease, while the dry wall
area tends to increase with an increase of the superheat.
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Figure 8. Example [TRACE] of the boiling curve (water-vapor) for a
given pressure, mass ux, and subcooling.
Tw  Tmin Film boiling, in which a stable layer of vapor that forms be-
tween the heated surface and the liquid, such that the bubbles form
at the free interface and not at the wall. It occurs when the wall
temperature is above of the Leidenfrost temperature Tmin. The
heat ux tends to grow with the increase of superheat.
The heat transfer coecient is determined as
h =

Dh
Nu; (21)
where  is thermal conductivity of the uid, Dh is the hydraulic diameter,
and Nu is the Nusselt number. The correlations are given in terms of
the Nusselt number.
4.1 Wall heat transfer
4.1.1 Convective Heat Transfer
In the single phase regions the following correlations for laminar and tur-
bulent forced convection and natural convection [RELAP5-IV,TRACE]
Nuc =
8>>><>>>:
4:36; forced (Lm) [Sellars56];
0:023 Re0:8Pr0:4; forced (Tb) [Dittus30];
0:1  (Gr  Pr)1=3; natural (Lm) [Holman89];
0:59  (Gr  Pr)1=4; natural (Tb) [Holman89]:
(22)
are chosen for the Nusselt number for both gas and liquid. To guarantee
a smooth transition between the various regimes the maximum of the
above numbers is taken as the value for the convective heat transfer.
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Here, Re = GD is the Reynolds number for a given ow, Pr =
Cp
 ,
and Gr =
2g(Tw Tl(g))D3
2
is the Grashof number of the ow.
4.1.2 Boiling Heat Transfer
Multiple correlations are available to determine heat transfer during nu-
cleate boiling, including Chen correlations [Chen66] used in RELAP-
5 [RELAP5-IV] and Churchill correlations [Churchill74] used in TRACE
[TRACE]. For cryogenic uids Steiner correlations [Steiner86] are also of
interest. All these correlations have a similar structure of superposition
method of asymptotic or power type proposed by Kutateladze [Kutate-
ladze61].
For example Churchill correlations (see [TRACE]) have the form
_qnb =
h
_qc + ( _qpb   _qbi)3
i1=3
; (23)
where _qc = hc (Tw   Tl) is the convective heat ux and _qpb is the pool
boiling heat transfer. _qbi = _qpb(Tonb) is the pool boiling heat transfer
at the onset on nucleation. This particular form of the nucleate boiling
correlations is due to [Bjorge82]. It is introduced to ensure smoothness
of the boiling curve.
To nd heat ux corresponding to the pool nucleate boiling _qpb one
can use a number of correlations. For example, the following Forster-
Zuber correlations [Forster55] based on the analysis of the vapor bubble
dynamics are used in [RELAP5-IV]
hmic = 0:00122
"
0:79l C
0:45
pl 
0:49
l g
0:25
0:50:29l h
0:24
lg 
0:24
g
#
(Tw   Ts)0:24p0:75: (24)
The pool boiling correlations proposed by Goreno [Goreno93] are
used in TRACE [TRACE] in the following form
hpb = (h0  Fp=q0)
1
1 n  (Tw   Tsat)
n
1 n ; (25)
where the following values h0 = 5600 [W=m
2=K], q0 = 2000 [W=m
2],
n = 0:9   0:3  Pr0:15, Fp = 1:73  Pr0:27 +

6:1 + 0:681 Pr

 Pr2 are used
for water ow, Pr = P=Pcr, and Pcr is the pressure at critical point.
To complete the calculations one has to determine the heat ux cor-
responding to the onset of the nucleate boiling. This can be done in two
steps. In the rst step one can determine Tonb. and in the second step
one can nd _qONB.
The Tonb can be found using e.g. [TRACE] results as follows
Tonb = Tl +
1
4
hq
Tonb;s +
q
Tonb;s + 4Tsub
i2
: (26)
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Here the correction factor F () is a function of the contact angle ,
subcool temperature Tsub, and saturated temperature of onset of nucle-
ate boiling Tonb;s. The last two parameters are given by the following
formulas
Tsub = Tsat   TL; Tonb;s = 2hfcTsat
F 2()ghlgl
; F () = 1  e 3 0:5:
Alternatively, Tonb can be found using expression proposed by [Sato63]
B =
ghlgl
4Tshc
;
Ts;ONB =
1
B
 
1 +
p
1 + 2TsubB

Once the temperature corresponding to the onset of nucleate boiling
under current ow conditions is determined the corresponding heat ux
is found using the following simple correlation
_qONB = Bhc(Ts;ONB)
2:
4.1.3 Transition Boiling
Transition boiling corresponds to the intermediate regime between nu-
cleate and lm boiling. The transition boiling heat ux is usually given
as a result of interpolation between characteristic heat uxes _qchf and
_qmin. We will use the form of interpolation introduced in [TRACE]
_qtb = ftb  _qchf + (1  ftb) _qmin; (27)
where
ftb =
 
Tw   Tmin
Tchf   Tmin
!2
:
It can be seen from equation (27) that to nd _qtb one has to determine
values of the four parameters: (i) _qchf , (ii) _qmin, (iii) Tchf , and (iv) Tmin.
Out of these four parameters the rst two are found using tables
or correlations. There are multiple correlations for the values of _qchf
and _qmin available in the literature [Kandlikar01]. For example, one of
the best known correlations for the critical heat ux was proposed by
Kutateladze [Kutateladze48]. It reads
_qchf = K  hlgg
 
g(l   g)
2g
!1=4
: (28)
The correlation for the minimum heat ux was suggested by Zuber [Zu-
ber58] in the following form
_qmin = C  hlg1=2g
 
g(l   g)
(l + g)2
!1=4
: (29)
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Coecients K and C in the equations (28) and (29) are of the order of
0.1 for the water, but are not well known for the nitrogen [Kandlikar01,
Yuan06] and can be used as tting parameters.
Once _qchf and _qmin are found the characteristics temperatures Tchf
and Tmin are calculated as follows
_qnb(Tchf ) = _qchf ; _qfb(Tmin) = _qmin: (30)
4.1.4 Film Boiling
To nd heat ux at the wetted perimeter the lm boiling heat transfer
is used in the form of Bromley correlations [Bromley50]
hfb = C
"
gg
2
g (l   g)hlgCpg
D (Tw   Tspt)Prg
#0:25
;
where C = 0:62, Tfilm =
1
2 (Tw + Tspt) is lm temperature and
hlg = hg   hl
is the eective heat of vaporization. It is assumed here that all the heat
transferred from the wall to the liquid through the wetted perimeter is
used to heat it and evaporate liquid.
We use Iloeje [Carbajo85, Iloeje82] type of corrections to take into
account the dependence of the hfb on the quality and mass ux of the
boiling ows in the form
~hfb = c1hfb(1  c2Xc3e )(1 + c4Gc5) (31)
Typical values of the parameters used in simulations are the following:
(i) c1 = 2:0; (ii) c2 = 1:04; (iii) c3 = 2:0; (iv) c4 = 0:2; (v) c5 = 0:1. Here
e is the equilibrium mass fraction and G is liquid mass ux.
4.1.5 Dispersed Film Boiling
Dispersed lm boiling can be estimated using e.g. the following correla-
tion [Franchello93]
hdf =
f
2
GgcpfPr
 2=3
f ; (32)
where cpf and Prf are heat capacity and Prandtl number for the vapor
at lm temperature, Gg is the mass ow rate for the gas, and transition
factor f is given by the following expression
f = 0:037
"
Dg (jugj+ julj (1  ))
g
# 0:17
(33)
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4.2 Interfacial heat transfer
Interfacial heat transfer is given by the following equation
 i =
_qli + _qgi
hg   hl
: (34)
Here values of the liquid hl and gas h

g enthalpies at the interface are
dened as follows

hg   hl

=
(
(hg;s   hl) ;   > 0;
(hg   hl;s) ;   < 0; : (35)
In the 1st version of the heat transfer correlation (HTC) module we
restrict ourselves to the analysis of the stratied subcooled and saturated
ows. In this case the heat uxes at the interface on the liquid and gas
sides are given by the following expressions.
For the heat transfer to the interface on the superheated gas side we
have
hig =
g
Dhg
0:023Re0:8g Aig; (36)
where Dhg =
gD
+sin and Reg =
ggDjug ulj
g
.
Similarly, for the heat transfer to the interface on the subcooled liquid
side we have
hil =
l
Dhl
0:023Re0:8l Ail; (37)
where Dhl =
lD
 +sin and Rel =
llDjug ulj
l
.
4.3 Parameterization of the boiling surface
From the point of view of the application of the heat transfer correlations
to the autonomous control of cryogenic loading it is important to pro-
vide an ecient parameterization of the boiling surface. Following the
results of the earlier research we propose to parameterize boiling surface
using the set of characteristic points on the boiling curve: (i) onset of
nucleation boiling - (Tonb; _qonb), (ii) critical heat ux - (Tchf ; _qchf ), (iii)
minimum lm boiling - (Tmin; _qmin), (iv) transition to dispersed boiling
- (Tdis; _qdis).
4.3.1 Onset of nucleate boiling
The onset of nucleate boiling (Tonb; _qonb) can be parameterized using
a large number of correlations, see e.g. [Huang09]. Most of these cor-
relations are base on the idea that the superheat required for stable
nucleation is determined by the balance between mechanical and ther-
modynamical equilibrium. The latter conditions are determined by the
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Young-Laplace equation for the pressure dierence across a curved sur-
face and the Clausius-Clapeyron equation, see e.g. [Frost67]
pg   pl = 2
Rb
;
dp
dT
=
hglgl
l   g :
Frost and Dzakowic [Frost67] integrated these equations under some
simplifying assumption (dp=dT = const) to obtain nally
Ts;ONB =
hcbPr
2
l
2B
 
1 +
s
1 +
4B
hcbPr
2
l
Tsub
!
; (38)
_qONB = hcb(Tsub +Ts;ONB) (39)
where B =
ghlgl
8Ts
and Tsub = Ts   Tl is liquid subcooling temperature.
The convective heat transfer coecient is given by the equation hcb =
l
Dh
Nuc where the Dh is hydraulic diameter of the liquid ow and Nusselt
number Nuc is given by the maximum value in a set of values (22).
In the present version of the code we do not introduce any additional
scaling of the temperature and heat ux for the onset of nucleation boil-
ing - (Tonb; _qonb). For majority of the ow regimes during cryogenic chill-
down the value of the heat ux is determined by forced turbulent convec-
tion, which scales with liquid Reynolds number Rel as _qonb / Re0:8l . We
also note that there is no evaporation for Tw < Ts;0NB and this regime
does not signicantly aect chilldown dynamics but is important for the
phase separation dynamics of the cold ow in the pipes with heat leaks.
4.3.2 Critical heat ux
The critical heat ux _qchr signies the onset of the deviation from nucle-
ate boiling and the value of the _qchf corresponds to the largest possible
value of the heat ux from the liquid to the wall in the system. Ac-
cordingly, the value of the _qchf has signicant impact on the chilldown
dynamics. Many correlations for the values of Tchf and _qchf are avail-
able in the literature, see e.g. [Kandlikar01] and [Seader65] for cryogenic
uids.
In the present version of the code we use Kutateladse [Kutateladze61]
correlations for _qchf in the form (28)
_qchf = K  hlgg
 
g(l   g)
2g
!1=4
and Theller and Freis correlations [Theler11] for the Tchf in the form
Tchf =
Ts
1  TsRghgl log(2kg + 1)
:
Here Rg is the gas constant and kg is the isoentropic expansion factor
for ideal gases.
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For boiling ow, however, an additional information has to be in-
cluded into the correlations. This information is related to the depen-
dence of Tchf and _qchf on the void fraction and mass ux of the ow, see
e.g. [Das12] and [Seader65] for cryogenic uids.
For example, Grith et all use the following functional form of the
corresponding corrections for cryogenic ows [Franchello93,Seader65]
_qchf = _qchf;0(cr   )
 
1 + a1
 
lclTsub
ghlg
!
(40)
+ a2Rel + a3
 
RellclTsub
ghlg
!1=21A ;
where cr is the critical value of the void fraction and ai are constants,
e.g. a1 = 0:0144, a2 = 10
 6, a3 = 0:5 10 3 [Grith57], and cr = 0:96
[Franchello93] for water. Dierent functional forms of similar corrections
are also known and will be considered below.
4.3.3 Minimum lm boiling
When the wall superheat Tw exceeds critical value Tmfb, the uid
ow is completely separated from the wall by the vapor lm. The value
of Tmfb can be estimated using e.g. Berenson correlation [Berenson61]
Tmfb = 0:127
ghfg
g
"
g (f   g)
f + g
#2=3"

g (f   g)
#1=2"
g
(f   g)
#1=3
:(41)
Iloeje [Carbajo85, Iloeje82] has corrected Berenson equation to take
into account the dependence of the Tmfb on the quality and mass ux
of the boiling ows in the form
Tmfb = c1Tmfb;0(1  c2Xc3e )(1 + c4Gc5) (42)
Typical values of the parameters used in simulations are the following:
(i) c1 = 1:3; (ii) c2 = 1:04; (iii) c3 = 2:0; (iv) c4 = 0:2; (v) c5 = 0:2. Here
e is the equilibrium mass fraction and G is liquid mass ux.
The functional form of this parameterization is not unique and a
number of alternative presentations will be tested in the future work.
The main goal of the present work is to establish a generic probabilis-
tic framework within which various functional forms can be tested and
compared systematically.
This specic functional form was chosen in the present research to
enable preliminary tests of the model sensitivity with respect to the
variation of the characteristic temperatures and heat ux (see Fig. 8).
Accordingly similar functional form was used to model variation of the
critical heat ux as a function of void fraction and mass ow rate.
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4.3.4 Parameterization
To simplify parameterization at the earlier stage of research we propose
to use the following set of characteristic points on the boiling curve ycr =
f(Tonb; _qonb), (Tchf ; _qchf ), (Tmin; _qmin), (Tdry; _qdry), (Tmist; _qmist)g.
Using this approach the parameterization of the heat transfer hyper-
surface in the space of the key variables (Tw, _m, and ) can be now
reduced to the parameterization of the set of the critical points ycr.
4.3.5 Brief summary of the heat transfer correlations
A simplied logic of the choice of the heat transfer correlation models
for dierent ow boiling regimes is briey summarized in the Fig. 9.
Figure 9. Summary of the ow boiling regimes that are currently in-
cluded into the model.
According to this logic the single phase heat transfer is initiated
when the mass fraction  exceeds critical value cr = 0:96. Otherwise,
the heat transfer from the liquid to the wall is determined using the
following sequence of the ow boiling regimes:
 If the wall temperature exceeds the minimum lm boiling temper-
ature Tw > Tmfb Bromley correlation is used with corrections as
explained in Section 4.1.4.
 When wall temperature exceeds minimum lm boiling temperature
Tmfb, but is smaller than the temperature corresponding to the
critical heat Tw > Tchf we apply correlations for the transition
boiling given by equation (27).
 For the wall temperature below Tchf and above the Tonb we ap-
proximate heat transfer to the wall by the equation for the boiling
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ow as described in Sec. 4.1.2.
 In the present research we often further simplify the Churchill cor-
relation (23) and use the following equation for the nucleate boiling
_qnb = fnb  _qonb + (1  fnb) _qchf ; (43)
which is analogous to the equation (27) with fnb =

Tw Tonb
Tchf Tonb
2
.
 For the even lower wall temperatures Tw < Tonb the single phase
heat transfer to the wall from the liquid phase is used as explained
in Sec.4.1.1.
5 Components
So far we have considered correlations for the heat transfer and pressure
drop in the boiling two-phase ows. In practical applications the transfer
is controlled by a number of in-line and dump control valves that are used
to regulate local ow rates and pressure drops in the system.
An example of the cryogenic transfer line is shown in Fig. 10 for the
Simulated Propellant Loang System (SPLS) developed at KSC. The
SPLS includes storage tank (ST) and vehicle tank (VT) connected via
cryogenic transfer line. The latter has a number of in-line control valves
(CV) and a set of bleed valves (BV) that control the pressure, ow rate,
and the temperature of the ow. The SPLS transfer line also includes
a set of pressure (PT) and temperature (TT) sensors that monitor the
ow.
Figure 10. Sketch of the SPLS built at KSC. It icludes storage tank
(ST) and vehicle tank (VT); the in-line control valves: CV1, CV2, CV3,
and CV4; remotely controlled bleed valves: BV1, BV2, BV3, BV4, BV5,
BV6, BV73, and BV8; eight temperature sensors (TT) and 7 pressure
sensors (PT).
Thermodynamic characteristics for liquid and gas in the storage and
vehicle tanks are found using separate subroutines for each tank.
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Storage tank. Pressure in the storage tank is one of the main control
parameters in the system and is considered as a given boundary condi-
tion. For the storage the vapor phase is assumed to be at saturation
temperature corresponding to a given pressure. During loading oper-
ation the liquid in the storage tank is generally subcooled with liquid
temperature being close to the equilibrium temperature at atmospheric
pressure.
Vehicle tank. The vehicle tank at the KSC testbed is ventilated at all
time during loading operation. And there is no back ow to the transfer
line from the vehicle tank. Accordingly, the boundary condition at the
exit of the transfer line is determined by the atmospheric pressure and
hydrostatic pressure of the liquid in the tank.
To nd gas and liquid velocities through the input and output valves
one should use, in general, a two-phase ow model of the valve. Cur-
rently, for the sake of simplicity the ow of each phase through the valve
is assumed to be independent and incompressible, which is reasonable
approximation for gas velocities less than 50 m/sec. The void fraction
of this ow through the valve is assumed to be the same as the void
fraction of the incoming uid. The resulting volumetric ow rate is
Q0g(l) = Kv
vuutp H20
g(l)
!
: (44)
The coupling of the pipe ow to large volumes in the storage and vehicle
tanks is modeled by taking into account the inertia of the ow through
the input and output valves in the form vl
_Jvl =
J0vl   Jvl
vl
; (45)
where J0vl = Q
0
g(l)
0
g(l).
5.1 Dump valves model
The mass ow through the dump valves is modeled using the following
simplifying assumptions: the pressure at the inlet of the dump valve can
be taken as a pressure in the control volume coupled to this vale, while
the pressure at the outlet of the dump valve is approximated by the
atmospheric pressure. These approximations are justied by the short
pipes of low resistance connecting dump vales to the transfer line and to
the drain system.
The mass of the gas ow through the valves can be approximated in
two dierent ways. In one of the approximations the ow is considered
to be compressible. As a result the following equations for the mass ow
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Figure 11. Schematics of the pipe with dump valve. K1, K2, and K3 are
ow coecients for the dump valve, check valve, and other minor losses
respectively.
rate can be used for the dump valve
jgvl = Svl
8>>><>>>:
p
pgg
.
  in supersonic regimevuut2pin
 1
"
pout
pin
 2
  

pout
pin
 +1

#
in subsonic regime
For relatively low gas velocities the incompressible approximation of
the ow through the valve was found to be accurate enough for practi-
cally all the loading conditions at the KSC testbed. Typical conguration
of the pipe with dump valve is shown in the Fig. 11. The corresponding
volumetric ow rate through the dump valve can be found as follows
Q0 =

1
c21K
2
1
+
1
K22
+
1
K23
 1=2r
p  LN2

;
where c1 is the relative opening of the dump valve.
To take into account the inertia of the valve operation characterized
by the time delay V the volumetric ow rate through the dump valve
was modeled in the following form
_Q =
Q0  Q
V
:
The heat ux through the dump valve Hdv was then calculated as
Hdv = QgcpTg;
where cpTg is the gas enthalpy in the control volume attached to the
dump valve.
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5.2 Pump
In both the semi-implicit and nearly-implicit numerical schemes, the
pump head is coupled implicitly to the velocities through its dependence
on the volumetric ow rate, Q. The volumetric ow rate is dened
as the mass ow rate divided by the ow density. It is assumed that
the pump head pressure depends on the volumetric ow rate, and can
be approximated by a two-term Taylor series expansion given by (see
[RELAP5-I,Farman73])
Hn+1 = Hn +

dH
dQ
n 
Qn+1  Qn

Thus, the numerical equivalent of this term in both schemes is
1
2
nmgH
nt+
1
2
nmg

dH
dQ
n 
Qn+1  Qn

t: (46)
In the present research the following simplications were introduced
into the pump model. We use quasi-static approximation, i.e. keep
only rst term in eq. (46), neglecting dependence of the pump head on
the volumetric ow rate Q. The pump head Hn is currently estimated
directly from the experimental data. The estimated values of the Hn
are tted to various pump models in a separate code. Note, that this
empirical approach compensates to some degree the assumption of inde-
pendence on Q introduced above. We tested single face (zero-volume)
and two-face pump models. At present the heat losses in the pump are
modeled as a constant parameter.
The resulting sum momentum equation has an additional term that
appears alongside with the head due to pipe elevation (nm;jgzj +
nm;jgHp;jj;jp , cf. equation (40) from [LuchDG-IV])h
()ng;j du
n+1
g;j + ()
n
l;j du
n+1
l;j
i
xj+
t
2 (f)ng;j 2dun+1g;L ung;L + un;2g;L   2dun+1g;L 1ung;L   un;2g;L 1+
t
2 (f)nl;j 2dun+1l;L unl;L + un;2l;L   2dun+1l;L 1unl;L   un;2l;L 1 =
 

dpn+1L   dpn+1L 1

t 

pnL   pnL 1

t txj
h
nm;jgzj+
nm;jgHp;jj;jp + ()
n
g;j F
n
wg;j

dun+1g;j + u
n
g;j

+
()nl;j F
n
wl;j

dun+1l;j + u
n
l;j

   ng;j

dun+1g;j + u
n
g;j   dun+1l;j   unl;j
i
:
(47)
The location of the pump at the jp-th interface is insured in equation
(47) by the term j;jp .
5.3 Minor losses and heat leaks
Minor losses and heat leaks in the multiple other components in the
system (besides valves and pumps) are taken into accounts as tting
model parameters.
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Figure 12. MATLAB code showing various components included into
the model of the SPLS at KSC.
Various components can be added to the system as shown in Fig. 12.
The allowed components names are included into MATLAB table to-
gether with corresponding default values of the minor pressure losses
and heat leaks. The table can be readily expanded to include additional
components.
5.4 List of the model parameters
Parameters of the model are divided into two main groups. The rst
group includes parameters of the heat transfer and pressure loss corre-
lations, while the second group includes parameters of the component
models.
Table 1. Example of general parameters for the heat transfer correla-
tions.
Parameter Comment
tauw = 0.75; % overall scale for relaxation of the wall temperature
fsc = 2.0; % common scale for pressure losses
hg0sc = 1.7; % overall scale for mass transfer at the dry wall
hg0esc = 0.67; % Re exponent for Dittus-Boelter correlations
Gwsc = 0.45; % overall scale for mass transfer at the wetted wall
hfcsc = 1.0; % scale for the forced convection
Within each group parameters are further divided into subgroups.
For example, parameters for the heat transfer correlations are divided
into several subgroups, including e.g. sets for: (i) general parameters;
(ii) lm boiling heat transfer; (iii) minimum lm boiling temperature;
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Table 2. Example of parameters for the minimum lm boiling tempera-
ture.
Parameter Comment
Tmfbsc = 1.3; % overall scaling for the Tmfb heat transfer
Gtmfbsc = 0.2; % scaling of the mass ow rate in Tmfb corrections
Etmfbsc = 0.165; % exponent of the mass ow rate
Xetmfbsc = 2.0; % scaling of the void fraction dependence
Xtmfbsc = 1.04; % exponent of the void fraction dependence
and (iv) critical heat ux etc.
Examples of the general parameter set and a parameter set for the
minimum lm boiling temperature are shown in the Tables 1 and 2.
Similarly, the group of the model parameters related to the compo-
nents is divided into several subgroups. For example, there are a few
subgroups that hold parameters for: (i) the in-line and (ii) dump con-
trol valves; (iii) the minor losses, and (iv) the heat leaks in each control
volume.
An example of the model parameters related to the in-line valves is
shown in Table 3. Similar tables are introduced for parameters of the
dump valves and for the minors losses and heat leaks in each control
volume.
Table 3. Example of parameters for line valves. First row shows number
of the control volume, second row show ow resistance coecient of the
valve, the last row shows the scaling coecient.
Parameter MV151 RO116 CV123 RO127 CV129 CV131
CV # 4 14 17 21 23 2
Resistance 0.6627 0.9543 0.9543 0.0104 0.0123 0.0493
Scaling 1 1 1 1 1 1
Model parameters available for optimization are summarized in a
joint array that holds their names, values, and bounds on their values.
An example of the array with some of the parameter names that are
currently available for tting is shown in Fig. 13. Parameters with names
in the form \MLi" correspond to the minor losses in the i-th control
volume. Similarly, parameters \HLj" correspond to the heat leaks in the
j-th control volume.
Any number of this parameters may be selected for variation. To
do so the corresponding parameter names should be listed in the array
st:lambn in any order.
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Figure 13. Example of a joint array with some of the parameter names
that are currently available for tting.
6 Uncertainties
There are multiple sources of uncertainties in two-phase ow. Funda-
mentally, the probabilistic nature of the model predictions is related to
the fact that the interface between two phases is continuously uctuating
and neither location, nor the shape, nor the surface area of the interface
can be resolved by the model. These uctuations change intensity and
timescale depending on the ow regime and are especially signicant
during chilldown, when liquid and vapor phases coexist under strongly
non-equilibrium conditions, see e.g. [Chung07].
Another major source of uncertainty is the functional presentation
of the correlations and the corresponding parameter values. There have
been literally hundreds of correlations proposed for ow boiling heat
transfer coecients [Nellis09,Shah2006] and the functional space is con-
tinuously expanding [Darr15,Kim2014].
To illustrate this point let us consider as an example one of the key
correlation parameters so-called critical heat ux, _qchf;0, corresponding
to the maximum heat transfer from boiling uid to the wall.
The pool boiling value of _qchf;0 can be estimated using e.g. Zuber
correlation [Zuber58] in the form
_qchf;0 =

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hlgg
 
g(l   g)
2g
!1=4 
l
l + g
!1=2
: (48)
Zuber's model assumes several approximations: rising jets with ra-
dius Rj form a square grid with a pitch equal to the fastest growing
wavelength due to Taylor instability, the rising jet s are assumed to have
critical velocity dictated by Helmholtz instability, the neutral wavelength
of the rising jet is assumed to be 2Rj .
It is clear from the list of assumptions that numerical constants in
Zuber's correlation can be viewed only as approximations. Furthermore,
this approximation does not take into account surface wettability, pipe
curvature, sub-cooling, and surface orientation. Accordingly, several cor-
rections are known [Ghiaasiaan07] that modify functional form of this
correlation.
In boiling ows further corrections have to be introduced to take
into account the dependence of the heat ux on the void fraction, ve-
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locity, and sub-cooling of the ow. For example, Grith et all use the
following functional form of the corresponding corrections for cryogenic
ows [Franchello93,Seader65]
_qchf = _qchf;0(cr   )
 
1 + a1
 
lclTsub
ghlg
!
(49)
+ a2Rel + a3
 
RellclTsub
ghlg
!1=21A ;
where cr is the critical value of the void fraction and ai are constants,
e.g. a1 = 0:0144, a2 = 10
 6, a3 = 0:5 10 3 [Grith57], and cr = 0:96
[Franchello93] for water.
Alternative parameterization can be introduced following e.g. Iloeje's [Car-
bajo85, Iloeje82] idea, who has corrected Berenson equation to take into
account the dependence of the Tmfb on the quality and mass ux of
the boiling ows in the form
Tmfb = c1Tmfb;0(1  c2Xc3e )(1 + c4Gc5) (50)
In practical full-scale systems the number of uncertain correlation
parameters is of the order of thousand. It becomes clear that computer
base intelligent methods are required to handle complexity of this scale
in realistic time frame.
Another layer of uncertainty is added to the problem by the fact
that models are correlated against multiple datasets obtained for dier-
ent ow conditions, some of which (e.g. wettability) are not well known.
The importance of these uncertainties becomes transparent when the re-
sults of tting the data from dierent databases are presented in publi-
cations (see e.g. [Kim2014]) emphasizing the necessity of computer based
advanced techniques of data analysis in two-phase ows.
7 Validation
In this section we will briey describe the results of application of the
correlations discussed above to the prediction of the two-phase ow in
cryogenic transfer lines.
7.1 Heat transfer surface
One of the important preliminary tests of the correlations module is
the verication that predicted boundaries between ow regimes and the
heat transfer surface vary smoothly as functions of the model parameters.
Some of the results of this verication are presented in this subsection.
First we consider the boundaries between ow regimes dened by
relations (12) and (15) in coordinates of vapor quality and uid mass
ux. In applications it is often more convenient to use void fraction
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instead of vapor quality. We note also that according to Ishii [Ishii10] (cf
also [TRACE,RELAP5-I,Franchello93]) void fraction is one of the most
important geometrical parameter aecting ow regime transition.
Figure 14. Transition boundaries between ow regimes in coordinates
void fraction(), heat ux (q), and logarithm of the mass ux (log( _m)).
From the bottom to the top the boundaries are for transitions: strat-
ied to wavy, wavy to annular or intermittent, annular-intermittent to
dispersed.
The location of the boundaries in the coordinates void fraction, mass
ux, heat ux is shown in the Fig. 14. The important feature of the non-
equilibrium cryogenic ows is the dependence of the transition bound-
aries on the heat ux to the wall (cf e.g. [Bejan03,Wojtan05]). It is
also important to note that these boundaries are not well dened for
cryogenic uids (cf [Jackson06]) and are expected to be modied in the
future.
In our second example we consider an application of the heat transfer
correlations to the calculation of the heat ux to the wall as a function
of the void fraction  and wall superheat T . The results of these
calculations are shown in Fig. 15.
The most striking feature of the surface is the existence of the peak
corresponding to the critical heat ux and located at approximately
T  120K. We note that the peak smoothly disappear with increasing
value of the void fraction () as expected in accordance with the Iloeje's
corrections given by equation (50), cf. [Ghiaasiaan07].
On the left hand side of the peak one can see a small plateau corre-
sponding to convective heat transfer from the liquid phase. On the right
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Figure 15. Heat ux to the wall obtained using heat transfer correlations
as a function of the void fraction and wall superheat.
hand side of the peak an extended plateau is located corresponding to
the lm boiling heat transfer. Importantly, the variation of the whole
surface as a function of the model parameters is smooth as expected on
the physical grounds.
7.2 Application to chilldown
The model was extensively veried and validated (see [LuchDG-II,LuchDG-
IX, LuchDG-V, LuchDG-VI, LuchDG-VII, LuchDG-VIII]) using experi-
mental data obtained from chilldown of horizontal transfer lines at Na-
tional Bureau of Standards (NBS) [Brennan66] and at NASA Kennedy
Space Center [Johnson12].
In the 1966 experimental set, a 61-m long vacuum-jacketed pipe was
made of copper and had an inner diameter D = 1.59 cm an outer di-
ameter Do = 1.90 cm. The cryogen source was a 300-liter supply dewar
that was lled with liquid hydrogen. The opposite end of the line was
open to the atmosphere (0.82 atm in Boulder, Colorado). At time zero
an inlet valve was opened, allowing liquid nitrogen to ow into the line.
Pressure and temperature histories were recorded at 4 stations along the
pipe (6.1m, 24.4m, 43m, and 60.4 from the supply tank).
To simulate the chilldown regime, we assume that the pipe is initially
lled with gaseous N2 at an atmospheric pressure, the pipe, the gas and
the environment being at a temperature of 300 K. At initial time the
external pressure is applied to the valve at the inlet of the transfer line,
leaving the outlet open. In our simulations, the ow at the pipe inlet is
set to have a quality xin = 1. An example of the model validation using
data obtained from the testbed at KSC is shown in Fig. 16. It can be
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Figure 16. Comparison of the model predictions with the experimental
data for the chilldown of horizontal line with liquid nitrogen. The data
measured at 4 stations are shown by black solid lines. The model pre-
dictions for the gas temperature at there locations are shown by dashed
lines. The model predictions for the liquid temperature are shown by
the dotted lines at the bottom.
seen from the gure that the model predictions are in good agreement
with the experimental results.
The KSC cryo-testbed consists of a storage tank and an external tank
connected by a pipeline (see [LuchDG-II,Johnson12] for further details).
A number of control valves and sensors are located along the lines. The
cryogenic uid is nitrogen. The total length of the line is  45 m. The
characteristic transient time of the pressure equilibration is less than 1
sec. The diameter D of the stainless steel pipe varies along the line
between 1 and 6 inches. The thickness dw of the walls is approximately
3 mm.
Figure 17. Comparison of the model predictions (red dashed lines) with
the experimental data (black solid lines) for pressure during chilldown
of liquid nitrogen cryogenic transfer line at CTB.
The chilldown at the cryo-testbed was achieved in three steps. First,
a small amount of liquid was allowed to ow into the hot pipeline causing
a small drop in the uid temperature at the rst sensor. Next, the main
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input valve and a few bleed valves were opened creating a cold ow
through the half of the transfer line causing signicant decrease of the
uid temperature at 1000 sec. Finally, the entire transfer line was
opened and the uid temperature dropped to the saturation value in the
whole pipeline between 1500 and 2000 sec.
Figure 18. Comparison of the model predictions (black solid line) with
the experimental data (red dashed line) for temperature during chilldown
of liquid nitrogen cryogenic transfer line at CTB.
The comparison of the model predictions for the pressure is shown
in the Fig. 17 for the tests when only rst half of the transfer line was
chilled in less than 2000 sec. The corresponding comparison for the uid
temperature is shown in Fig. 18. In this case the third stage corresponds
to the closed in-line valves and slow heating of the pipes due to ambient
heat ux.
It can be seen from the gure that the model can quite accurately
reproduce all three stages of the chilldown.
8 Conclusions
We have introduced constitutive relations for the model of two-phase
cryogenic ow, including correlations for the transitions between various
ow patterns, heat transfer and pressure loss correlations, and models of
the system components.
The introduced sets of the model parameters are available for vari-
ation and tting experimental time-series data as will be discussed in
more details in the next report of this series. Here we presented prelim-
inary results of tting experimentally obtained time-series data of the
chilldown in cryogenic transfer line.
Obtained results demonstrate model predictions that exceed in accu-
racy predictions obtain using commercially available software SINDA/
FLUINT, which is currently a default NASA standard for analysis of
two-phase ows in cryogenic applications.
We note that the integration time of our algorithm is very small. Fast
integration time and possibility of accurate predictions opens the way to
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develop intelligent machine learning approach to analysis of cryogenic
correlations. The latter approach has a potential to substantially reduce
time and cost of the development of two-phase ow management space
technologies for the future missions will be discussed in more details in
the future work.
Nomenclature
Acronyms
_m mass ow rate
_q heat ux
A pipe cross-section area
c heat capacity
D pipe diameter
E energy
Fr Froud number
G liquid mass ux
G mass ux
Gr Grashof number
H enthalpy
hl height of the liquid level in the pipe
p pressure
Pr Prandtl number
Re Reynolds number
T temperature
Tsub subcooling Ts   Tl
u velocity
We Weber number
Greek Symbols
 gas void fraction
 liquid void fraction
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e mass fraction
  mass ux at the interfaces
 Pipe inclination angle
 thermal conductivity
 viscosity
 density
 surface tension
hcb convective heat transfer coecient
Subscripts
; t time derivative
; x spatial derivative
g gas
l liquid
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